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THE PERIODIC EULER-BERNOULLI EQUATION

VASSILIS G. PAPANICOLAOU

Abstract. We continue the study of the Floquet (spectral) theory of the
beam equation, namely the fourth-order eigenvalue problem[

a(x)u′′(x)
]′′

= λρ(x)u(x), −∞ < x <∞,
where the functions a and ρ are periodic and strictly positive. This equation
models the transverse vibrations of a thin straight (periodic) beam whose
physical characteristics are described by a and ρ. Here we develop a theory
analogous to the theory of the Hill operator −(d/dx)2 + q(x).

We first review some facts and notions from our previous works, including
the concept of the pseudospectrum, or ψ-spectrum.

Our new analysis begins with a detailed study of the zeros of the function
F (λ; k), for any given “quasimomentum” k ∈ C, where F (λ; k) = 0 is the
Floquet-Bloch variety of the beam equation (the Hill quantity corresponding
to F (λ; k) is ∆(λ)−2 cos(kb), where ∆(λ) is the discriminant and b the period
of q). We show that the multiplicity m(λ∗) of any zero λ∗ of F (λ; k) can be
one or two and m(λ∗) = 2 (for some k) if and only if λ∗ is also a zero of
another entire function D(λ), independent of k. Furthermore, we show that
D(λ) has exactly one zero in each gap of the spectrum and two zeros (counting

multiplicities) in each ψ-gap. If λ∗ is a double zero of F (λ; k), it may happen
that there is only one Floquet solution with quasimomentum k; thus, there
are exceptional cases where the algebraic and geometric multiplicities do not
agree.

Next we show that if (α, β) is an open ψ-gap of the pseudospectrum (i.e.,
α < β), then the Floquet matrix T (λ) has a specific Jordan anomaly at λ = α
and λ = β.

We then introduce a multipoint (Dirichlet-type) eigenvalue problem which
is the analogue of the Dirichlet problem for the Hill equation. We denote by
{µn}n∈Z the eigenvalues of this multipoint problem and show that {µn}n∈Z is
also characterized as the set of values of λ for which there is a proper Floquet
solution f(x; λ) such that f(0; λ) = 0.

We also show (Theorem 7) that each gap of the L2(R)-spectrum contains
exactly one µn and each ψ-gap of the pseudospectrum contains exactly two
µn’s, counting multiplicities. Here when we say “gap” or “ψ-gap” we also
include the endpoints (so that when two consecutive bands or ψ-bands touch,
the in-between collapsed gap, or ψ-gap, is a point). We believe that {µn}n∈Z
can be used to formulate the associated inverse spectral problem.

As an application of Theorem 7, we show that if ν∗ is a collapsed (“closed”)
ψ-gap, then the Floquet matrix T (ν∗) is diagonalizable.

Some of the above results were conjectured in our previous works. However,
our conjecture that if all the ψ-gaps are closed, then the beam operator is the
square of a second-order (Hill-type) operator, is still open.
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1. Introduction

The term “periodic Euler-Bernoulli equation” refers to the eigenvalue problem

[a(x)u′′(x)]′′ = λρ(x)u(x), −∞ < x <∞,(1)

where a(x) and ρ(x) are strictly positive and periodic with a common period b,
satisfying the smoothness conditions a ∈ C2 (R) and ρ ∈ C (R). Furthermore,
without loss of generality, a(x) and ρ(x) are normalized so that∫ b

0

[
ρ(x)
a(x)

]1/4

dx = b.(2)

One advantage of this normalization is that the asymptotics of certain quantities,
such as |λ| → ∞, become simpler, and this is the only reason that (2) is used in
the present work (see Section 3).

The study of (1) was initiated by the author in [31] and [33]. There are theoret-
ical as well as practical reasons for studying (1). The Floquet (spectral) theory of
(1) is richer than its second-order counterpart (namely the Sturm-Liouville prob-
lem with periodic coefficients, also known as Hill’s equation, or the one-dimensional
Schrödinger equation with a periodic potential). All the main second-order proper-
ties continue to hold, while new interesting phenomena arise which are nonexistent
in the second-order case. On the practical side, we notice that a typical application
of (1) is that it models the transverse vibrations of a thin straight beam with pe-
riodic characteristics (see, e.g., [36] or [17]). Elastic structures consisting of many
thin elements arranged periodically are quite common. Although there are some
authors who have studied such problems numerically (see, for example, [28]), as far
as we know, [31] and [33] are the only theoretical works on (1). However, recently
there is an increasing interest in higher-order periodic eigenvalue problems (e.g., [2],
[6], [7]). For results on the second-order inverse periodic problem, or higher-order
nonperiodic inverse problems, the reader may see, e.g., [3], [4], [5], [8], [10], [14],
[15], [17], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [32], [35], [38].

The present work continues the investigation on the Floquet spectral theory of
(1), initiated in [31] and [33]. The goal is a theory analogous to the theory of the
Hill operator −(d/dx)2 + q(x).

In Section 2 we review some facts and notions from our previous works, including
the concept of the pseudospectrum, or ψ-spectrum, introduced in [33]. Theorems
numbered here by capital Latin letters have been proved in our previous works [31]
and [33]. At the end of Section 2 we have included a subsection containing some
ideas on the significance of the pseudospectrum.

The new analysis begins in Section 3. We first describe (in Subsection 3.1) a
technique we use for proving certain theorems (Theorems 2 and 7 of this work).
Then, in Subsection 3.2 we give a detailed study of the zeros of the function F (λ; k),
in the spirit of [16], for any given “quasimomentum” k ∈ C, where F (λ; k) = 0 is
the Floquet-Bloch variety of the beam equation (the Hill quantity corresponding
to F (λ; k) is ∆(λ) − 2 cos(kb), where ∆(λ) is the discriminant of the Hill operator
and b the period of q). We show that the multiplicity m(λ∗) of any zero λ∗ of
F (λ; k) can be one or two and m(λ∗) = 2 (for some k) if and only if λ∗ is also a
zero of another entire function D(λ), independent of k. Furthermore, we show that
D(λ) has exactly one zero in each gap of the spectrum and two zeros (counting
multiplicities) in each ψ-gap. If λ∗ is a double zero of F (λ; k) it may happen
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that there is only one Floquet solution with quasimomentum k; thus, there are
exceptional cases where the algebraic and geometric multiplicities do not agree.

In Section 4 we first (Subsection 4.1) review briefly some facts regarding certain
operators Lk, where k ∈ C is the quasimomentum, and then, in Subsection 4.2, we
apply them to show that if (α, β) is an open ψ-gap of the pseudospectrum (i.e.,
α < β), then the Floquet matrix T (λ) has a specific Jordan anomaly at λ = α and
λ = β (this was conjectured in [31] and [33]).

In Section 5 we introduce a multipoint (Dirichlet-type) eigenvalue problem which
is the analogue of the Dirichlet problem for the Hill equation. We denote by {µn}n∈Z
the eigenvalues of this multipoint problem and show that {µn}n∈Z is also charac-
terized as the set of values of λ for which there is a proper Floquet solution f(x;λ)
such that f(0;λ) = 0. If we normalize f so that f(0;λ) = 1, then {µn}n∈Z is the
set of poles of f(x;λ) (viewed as a function of λ, of course) counting multiplicities
(this approach is used in [11]).

We also show (Theorem 7) that each gap of the L2(R)-spectrum contains exactly
one µn and each ψ-gap of the pseudospectrum contains exactly two µn’s, counting
multiplicities. Here when we say “gap” or “ψ-gap” we also include the endpoints
(so that when two consecutive bands or ψ-bands touch, the in-between collapsed
gap, or ψ-gap, is a point). We believe that {µn}n∈Z can be used to formulate the
associated inverse spectral problem.

As an application of Theorem 7, we show that if ν∗ is a collapsed (“closed”)
ψ-gap, then the Floquet matrix T (ν∗) is diagonalizable (this too was conjectured
in [31] and [33]).

Some of the above results were conjectured in our previous works. However,
the formulation of the inverse problem (and, in particular, our conjecture that if
all the ψ-gaps are closed, then the beam operator is the square of a second-order,
Hill-type, operator) remains open.

2. Review of earlier results

2.1. The spectrum. We start by recalling certain general facts related to (1) (see
[13], Sec. XIII.7) and some of the main results established in [31] and [33] (other
references for Floquet or periodic spectral theory are, e.g., [9], [10], [16], [18], [19],
[22], [34]). The problem is selfadjoint (with no boundary conditions at ±∞). The
underlying operator L (the “Euler-Bernoulli operator” or “beam operator”) is given
by

Lu = ρ−1 (au′′)′′ .

The corresponding Hilbert space is the ρ-weighted space L2
ρ (R). Notice that L

is a product of two second-order differential operators, namely L = L2L1, where
L1u = −au′′ and L2u = −ρ−1u′′.

For any fixed λ the “shift” transformation

(Tu)(x) = u(x+ b)

maps solutions of (1) to solutions. As a basis of this space we take the solutions
uj(x;λ), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, such that (primes refer to derivatives with respect to x; δjk
is the Kronecker delta)

u
(k−1)
j (0;λ) = δjk, k = 1, 2, a(0)u′′j (0;λ) = δj3,

[
au′′j

]′ (0;λ) = δj4.
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We refer to uj as the j-th fundamental solution. Each uj(x;λ) is entire in λ of
order 1/4. We identify T with its matrix representation with respect to the above
basis (called Floquet matrix), namely

T =


u1(b) u2(b) u3(b) u4(b)
u′1(b) u′2(b) u′3(b) u′4(b)

a(b)u′′1(b) a(b)u′′2(b) a(b)u′′3(b) a(b)u′′4(b)
[au′′1 ]′ (b) [au′′2 ]′ (b) [au′′3 ]′ (b) [au′′4 ]′ (b)

 ,
where the dependence in λ is suppressed for typographical convenience. In [31] it
was shown that the eigenvalues r1,r2,r3,r4 of T (called Floquet multipliers) appear
in pairs of inverses, namely

r1r4 = r2r3 = 1(3)

(in fact this is true for any selfadjoint ordinary differential operator with real,
periodic coefficients). It follows that the characteristic equation of T has the form

r4 −A(λ)r3 + B̃(λ)r2 −A(λ)r + 1 = 0.(4)

Except for a discrete set of λ’s, T = T (λ) is similar to a diagonal matrix and
its eigenvectors correspond to the Floquet solutions, namely to the solutions fj,
j = 1, 2, 3, 4 of (1) such that

fj(x + b) = rjfj(x).(5)

There are four linearly independent Floquet solutions if and only if T is similar to
a diagonal matrix. We also notice that (5) implies

fj(x) = ewjxpj(x), where rj = ewjb and pj(x+ b) = pj(x).

The L2
ρ (R)-spectrum S(a, ρ) of (1) can be characterized as the set

S(a, ρ) = {λ ∈ C : |rj(λ)| = 1, for some j} .(6)

It can be shown that S(a, ρ) is real with inf S(a, ρ) = 0. In the unperturbed case,
i.e., when a(x) ≡ ρ(x) ≡ 1, we have

S0
def= S(1, 1) = [0,∞)

(the index 0 indicates that a quantity belongs to the unperturbed case).
Next, for a fixed real number k, we consider the corresponding k-Floquet eigen-

value problem on (0, b), namely

[a(x)u′′(x)]′′ = λρ(x)u(x), u(j)(b) = eikbu(j)(0), j = 0, 1, 2, 3.(7)

Let {λn(k)}∞n=1 be the spectrum of (7). Since the problem is selfadjoint, λn(k) ∈
R. The eigenvalues can be indexed so that λn(k) ≤ λn+1(k). Then λn(k) ∼
Cn4. We also notice that, since λn(k + 2π/b) = λn(k), one only needs to consider
k in [0, 2π/b). Furthermore, (3) implies that λn (2π/b− k) = λn(k). The set{
λn−1

def= λn(0)
}∞
n=1

is the periodic spectrum, while
{
λ′n

def= λn(π/b)
}∞
n=1

is the

antiperiodic spectrum. The n-th band of S(a, ρ) is the closed interval

Bn =
⋃

0≤k≤π/b
λn(k)
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and it is well known that S(a, ρ) =
⋃∞
n=1Bn. In [31] it was shown that (as in the

Hill equation)

B2m+1 =
[
λ2m, λ

′
2m+1

]
, B2m+2 =

[
λ′2m+2, λ2m+1

]
, m = 0, 1, 2, ... .

In fact, as λ moves, say with constant velocity, from λ2m to λ′2m+1 (resp. from
λ′2m+2 to λ2m+1) two Floquet multipliers, say r2 and r3 = r2, move smoothly on
the unit circle, with nonvanishing speed (i.e., without changing direction), starting
at 1 and arriving at −1 (resp. starting at −1 and arriving at 1). The other two
multipliers, r1 and r4, stay real. In particular, λn(k) is strictly monotone in k,
on [0, π/b]; hence the interior of Bn is never empty. An interesting question here
(pointed out by the anonymous referee) is whether we always have |dλn/dk| > 1,
as in the Hill case (see [19]).

Two bands can “touch” each other (when λ2m+1 = λ2m+2 or λ′2m+1 = λ′2m+2),
but they cannot overlap (i.e., they have disjoint interiors). The gaps of the spectrum
S(a, ρ) are

I2m−1 =
(
λ′2m−1, λ

′
2m

)
, I2m = (λ2m−1, λ2m) , m = 1, 2, 3, ... ,

and empty gaps are traditionally called “closed”. If λ2m−1 < λ2m (resp. λ′2m−1 <
λ′2m), then r2 (and r3) has square root branch points at λ = λ2m−1, λ2m (resp. at
λ = λ′2m−1, λ

′
2m). If, on the other hand, λ2m−1 = λ2m (resp. λ′2m−1 = λ′2m), i.e.,

if the corresponding gap is closed, then r2 (and r3) are analytic about λ = λ2m−1

(resp. about λ = λ′2m−1). The value λ = λ0 = 0 is very special since all Floquet
multipliers have a fourth root branch point there and T has only one eigenvector.

If λ 6= 0, then the characteristic equation of T can only have simple or double
roots. Now let λ 6= 0 be such that (4) has a double root, say rj . Then there is one
Floquet solution fj(x + b) = rjfj(x) and a solution gj(x) (fj and gj are linearly
independent) such that gj(x + b) = rjgj(x) + cjfj(x), where the constant cj may
be 0 (in this case we say that we have coexistence, i.e., two linearly independent
Floquet solutions corresponding to the same multiplier). If cj 6= 0, we can say that,
for this particular λ, T has a Jordan anomaly (this terminology is due to Professor
Barry Simon) and that gj(x) is a generalized Floquet solution of (1).

We now review the main results of [33]. Notice that, in that reference it was as-
sumed that a, ρ ∈ C4 (R), but we believe that they remain true for a ∈ C2 (R) and
ρ ∈ C (R), and here is why: All these results concern entire functions of λ that are
polynomial expressions of the uj(b;λ)’s. By considering a(x) and ρ(x) as limits of
smooth (C4 or even C∞) functions an(x), ρn(x) in the C2- and sup-norms respec-
tively, the corresponding entire function uj,n(b;λ) converges to uj(b;λ), uniformly
on compact subsets of C (see the proposition in the Appendix), for j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Thus, we think that our results extend immediately to less smooth coefficients.

For a fixed real number k, equation (4) implies (by setting r = eikb) that the
k-Floquet eigenvalues of (7) are the zeros of the entire function

F (λ; k) = B(λ) − 2A(λ) cos (kb) + 4 cos2 (kb) ,(8)

where we have set

B(λ) = B̃(λ) − 2.(9)

In the unperturbed case, this function becomes

F0(λ; k) = 4
[
cosh

(
λ1/4b

)
− cos (kb)

] [
cos
(
λ1/4b

)
− cos (kb)

]
.(10)
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This expression implies easily that, if 0 < k < π/b, then the zeros of F0(λ; k) are

λn,0 =
[
2 bn/2cπ/b− (−1)nk

]4
, n = 1, 2, 3, ...(11)

(where b·c is the greatest integer function) and they are all simple. Furthermore,
λn,0 lies in the interior of the n-th band Bn,0, for every n.

(Theorems that have been proved in previous articles are numbered by upper-
case Roman letters.)

Theorem A. Let 0 < k < π/b. Then the zeros {λn(k)}∞n=1 of F (λ; k) are simple,
λn(k) ∈ Bn, and to each λn(k) corresponds a unique eigenfunction φn(x; k) of (7),
i.e., the geometric multiplicity of λn(k) is also 1.

Theorem B. The multiplicity of any zero of F+(λ) def= F (λ; 0) can be only 1 or
2. A zero λ∗ of F+(λ) is double if and only if λ∗ = λ2m−1 = λ2m, for some
m ≥ 1 (i.e., the corresponding gap is closed). Furthermore, (7) has two (linearly
independent) periodic eigenfunctions corresponding to λ∗ (coexistence) if and only
if λ∗ = λ2m−1 = λ2m. Thus, we can say that the algebraic multiplicity of any
periodic eigenvalue is equal to its geometric multiplicity. The same things also hold
for F−(λ) def= F (λ;π/b), which is the entire function associated to the antiperiodic
case.

2.2. The pseudospectrum. The previous results are the exact analogues of the
results for the Hill equation regarding algebraic and geometric multiplicities (see
[16]).

In [33] we introduced a concept that, as far as we know, does not have a coun-
terpart in the second-order case:

Definition. Let k ∈ (0, π/b). The set

Ψk (a, ρ) = {λ ∈ C : there are two Floquet multipliers rj(λ), rl(λ) of (1)

such that rj = rl = |rj | eikb, |rj | > 1}
is called the k-Floquet pseudospectrum (or k-Floquet ψ-spectrum) of (1). We,
furthermore, call the set

Ψ (a, ρ) =
⋃

0<k<π/b

Ψk (a, ρ)

the pseudospectrum (ψ-spectrum) of (1) on the line (here D denotes the topological
closure of D).

The following entire function was introduced in [33]:

G(λ; k) = A(λ)2 − 4B(λ) cos2 (kb)− 16 cos2 (kb) sin2 (kb) .(12)

It follows that, if ν ∈ Ψk(a, ρ), then G(ν; k) = 0.
Since

G(λ; k) = G(λ;π/b − k),
the zeros of G(λ; k) also include Ψπ/b−k (a, ρ).

Conversely, for a fixed k ∈ (0, π/2b), let ν be a zero of G(λ; k). Then (12) implies
that

A(ν)2 − 4B(ν) cos2 (kb)− 16 cos2 (kb) sin2 (kb) = 0.(13)
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Now by (3), (4), and (9),

A = r1 +
1
r1

+ r2 +
1
r2

and B =
(
r1 +

1
r1

)(
r2 +

1
r2

)
;(14)

hence, given r1, (13) becomes a 4-th degree (algebraic) equation in r2. One can
check that its solutions are

r2 = r1e
±2ikb and r2 = r−1

1 e±2ikb.

This means that

ν ∈ Ψk (a, ρ) ∪Ψπ/b−k (a, ρ) =
{
λ : rj = rle

±2ikb, |rj | 6= 1
}
.

Therefore, for k ∈ (0, π/b), k 6= π/(2b), the set of zeros of G(λ; k) is Ψk (a, ρ) ∪
Ψπ/b−k (a, ρ).

The value k = π/(2b) is somehow special since

G(λ;π/(2b)) = A(λ)2.(15)

It follows that, if ν is a zero of G(λ;π/(2b)), then

r2 (ν) = −r1 (ν) or r2 = −r1 (ν)−1
.

Hence
ν ∈ Ψπ/2b (a, ρ) = {λ : rj = −rl, |rj | 6= 1}

(notice that, in this case all Floquet multipliers are pure imaginary). These results
are implicitly contained in [33], where the following theorem was established:

Theorem C. Let 0 < k < π/b. If k 6= π/(2b) the zeros of the entire func-
tion G(λ; k), defined in (12), are all real, strictly negative, and simple. The ze-
ros of G(λ;π/(2b)) are all real strictly negative and double. Each zero νn (k) of
G(λ; k) is (as a function of k) strictly monotone on the interval (0, π/(2b)) and on
(π/(2b), π/b).

The function G(λ; k), as defined in (12), makes sense for all k ∈ C (in fact, it is
entire in λ, k). In particular,

E(λ) def= G(λ; 0) = A(λ)2 − 4B(λ).(16)

This function was introduced in [31]. It was shown there that 0 is always a simple
zero of E(λ) and that ν 6= 0 is a zero of E(λ) if and only if rj(ν) = rl(ν) 6= ±1,
j 6= l. In [33] the following theorem was proved:

Theorem D. The nonzero zeros of E(λ) are all real, strictly negative, and simple
or double. If we denote them by

0 = ν0 > ν′1 ≥ ν′2 > ν1 ≥ ν2 > ν′3 ≥ ν′4 > · · ·,
we have a pseudoband-pseudogap structure on the negative λ-axis. Each ψ-band
[ν0, ν

′
1], [ν′2, ν1], [ν2, ν

′
3] , ... contains exactly one point of the ψ-spectrum Ψk (a, ρ),

for any fixed k ∈ (0, π/b).

Remark 1. Since 0 is always a simple zero of E(λ) and in the unperturbed case we
have

E0 (λ) = 4
[
cosh

(
λ1/4b

)
− cos

(
λ1/4b

)]2
,(17)

it follows by Theorem D and a simple continuity argument that E(λ) > 0, if λ > 0
or if λ is in the interior of a ψ-gap; whereas E(λ) < 0, if λ is in the interior of a
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ψ-band. At the zeros νn, ν′n, n 6= 0, of E(λ), there are Floquet multipliers rj , rl,
j 6= l, such that rj (νn) = rl (νn) > 1 and rj (ν′n) = rl (ν′n) < −1.

If a(x)ρ(x) ≡ 1 (in this case the beam operator is a “perfect square”), then all
the nonzero zeros of E(λ) are double, i.e., λE(λ) is the square of an entire function.
Equivalently, all ψ-gaps are closed, i.e., empty.

For the unperturbed case we have

G0(λ; k) = 4
{

cos
[
λ1/4b (1 + i)

]
− cos 2kb

}{
cos
[
λ1/4b (1− i)

]
− cos 2kb

}
.

The zeros of G0(λ; k) are νn,0(k) and νn,0(π/b− k), n = 1, 2, 3, ... , where

νn,0(k) = −4
[
2 bn/2cπ/b− (−1)nk

]4
.

Next we set

νn−1,0 = νn,0(0) = lim
k↘0

νn,0(k), ν′n,0 = νn,0(π/b) = lim
k↗π/b

νn,0(k).

Thus, ν0,0 = 0 and, for m = 1, 2, 3, ... ,

ν2m−1,0 = ν2m,0 = −4
(

2mπ
b

)4

,

ν′2m−1,0 = ν′2m,0 = −4
[

(2m− 1)π
b

]4

.

(18)

These numbers are the zeros of E0 (λ).

2.2.1. The significance of the pseudospectrum. The purpose of this short (sub)sub-
section is to elucidate certain things regarding the concept of the pseudospectrum.

Let L be an n-th order (ordinary) differential operator with periodic coefficients.
Then one can consider the Floquet multipliers rj(λ), j = 1, ..., n, of L and the
corresponding Floquet solutions fj(x;λ), j = 1, ..., n. The rj(λ)’s are, in fact,
the branches of a (multivalued) analytic function which we denote by r(λ) and,
similarly, the fj(x;λ)’s are the branches of a λ-analytic function f(x;λ).

Let Γ be the Riemann surface of r(λ). If we normalize f(x;λ) so that f(0;λ) = 1,
then f(x;λ) becomes a meromorphic function on Γ, whose set of poles we denote
by {µn}.

In [11] it is suggested that the (periodic) inverse spectral data for L is the Rie-
mann surface Γ together with the set of poles {µn} (notice that each µn is a point
on Γ, i.e., µn is not just a complex number, since it also contains the information:
on which sheet of Γ the pole lies). This is, of course, inspired by the inverse theory
of the Hill operator (see, e.g., [11], [14], [24], [25], [38]).

If L is the Euler-Bernoulli operator, the multiplier r(λ) has two types of branch
points (the point λ = 0 is special and can be considered as being of both types). The
branch points of the first type lie on the positive real axis and are the endpoints
of the bands of the L2

ρ(R)-spectrum (they are also the periodic and antiperiodic
eigenvalues), exactly as in the Hill case. The branch points of the second type lie
on the negative real axis and they, too, define a band-gap structure which we have
called pseudospectrum (we have called its bands and gaps “ψ-bands” and “ψ-gaps”
respectively to distinguish them from the spectral bands and gaps).

Each gap of the spectrum contains exactly one µn. But now there are µn’s that
do not lie in any spectral gap. It turns out that each ψ-gap of the pseudospectrum
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contains exactly two of those µn’s, counting multiplicities. The exact statement is
Theorem 7 of Section 5, which is, perhaps, the crux of this work.

In conclusion, for the Euler-Bernoulli case, we need both the L2
ρ(R)-spectrum

and the pseudospectrum in order to determine the Riemann surface Γ
and the intervals in which the µn’s are confined. This is why we believe that
the pseudospectrum plays an essential role in the Euler-Bernoulli inverse spectral
theory. In particular, we have conjectured that if the pseudospectrum has no gaps
(i.e., if it is the interval (−∞, 0]), then the Euler-Bernoulli operator is a perfect
square of a Hill-type operator.

3. The zeros of the function F (λ; k), for complex k

3.1. The technique. There is a technique that we have employed for proving some
of our statements regarding (1), especially properties of quantities that depend on
(or are related to) the spectral parameter λ (e.g., this technique has been already
used for proving Theorems C and D mentioned above). It combines continuity
arguments and large |λ| asymptotics.

Here is how the technique works: We first check that the property we want to
establish holds in the unperturbed case a(x) ≡ ρ(x) ≡ 1. Then we deform a(x) and
ρ(x) continuously until we reach the general case, making sure that the property
remains valid (a kind of “continuous induction”). For example, we can specify the
(obviously continuous) deformation

a(x; t) = ta(x) + (1− t) , ρ(x; t) = c(t)4 [tρ(x) + (1− t)] , t ∈ [0, 1] ,
(19)

where

c(t) =
b∫ b

0

[
tρ(x)+(1−t)
ta(x)+(1−t)

]1/4
dx

.

Notice that

a(x; 0) ≡ ρ(x; 0) ≡ 1, a(x; 1) = a(x) and ρ(x; 1) = ρ(x).

Also, since a(x) and ρ(x) are strictly positive, it follows that there is a constant δ0,
independent of t, such that

a(x; t), ρ(x; t) ≥ δ0 > 0, for all t ∈ [0, 1] ,

where a(x; t) and ρ(x; t) satisfy the normalization condition (2), namely∫ b

0

[
ρ(x; t)
a(x; t)

]1/4

dx = b, for all t ∈ [0, 1] .

Finally, as functions of x, a(x; t) and ρ(x; t) are b-periodic and as smooth as a(x) and
ρ(x) respectively.

In some cases, we first prove the desired result for a(x) and ρ(x) that are suf-
ficiently smooth, say a, ρ ∈ C4 (R), and then extend it to the more general case
a ∈ C2 (R) and ρ ∈ C (R) by approximating a(x) and ρ(x) by smooth functions (in
the C2- and sup-norms respectively). The fact that a λ-quantity of the smooth case
approaches (uniformly on compact subsets of C) the corresponding λ-quantity of
the more general case usually follows from standard Gronwall-type estimates (e.g.,
see the proposition in the Appendix).
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One main reason that we need smooth a(x) and ρ(x) is that, if this is the case,
there is a Liouville-type transformation (found in [3]) that transforms (1) to a
canonical fourth-order eigenvalue equation, namely

v′′′′ (ξ)− [q1 (ξ) v′ (ξ)]′ + q2 (ξ) v (ξ) = λv (ξ) ,(20)

where

ξ =
∫ x

0

[
ρ(y)
a(y)

]1/4

dy, v (ξ) = ρ(x)3/8a(x)1/8u(x),

and q1(ξ), q2(ξ) are b-periodic expressions involving a and ρ (see [3]).
Then one can use in (20) the asymptotic estimates of [29], Part I, Chapt. II, to

conclude that, in each sector

Sl =
{
λ ∈ C :

lπ

4
≤ arg (λ) ≤ (l + 1)π

4

}
, l = 0, 1, ..., 7,

of the complex λ-plane there are four λ-analytic linearly independent solutions
φj(x; t;λ), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, of

[a(x; t)u′′(x)]′′ = λρ(x; t)u(x),(21)

such that, given M > 0,

∣∣∣∣∣φj(x; t;λ) − eεjλ
1/4S(x;t)

ρ(x; t)3/8a(x; t)1/8

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ K
∣∣∣eεjλ1/4S(x;t)

∣∣∣
|λ|1/4

, 0 ≤ x ≤M,

(22)

∣∣∣∣∣φ′j(x; t;λ) − εjλ
1/4eεjλ

1/4S(x;t)

ρ(x; t)1/8a(x; t)3/8

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ K ∣∣∣eεjλ1/4S(x;t)
∣∣∣ , 0 ≤ x ≤M,

(23)

∣∣∣∣φ′′j (x; t;λ)− ρ(x; t)1/8

a(x; t)5/8
ε2
jλ

1/2eεjλ
1/4S(x;t)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ K ∣∣∣λ1/4eεjλ
1/4S(x;t)

∣∣∣ , 0 ≤ x ≤M,

(24)

∣∣∣∣φ′′′j (x; t;λ) − ρ(x; t)3/8

a(x; t)7/8
ε3
jλ

3/4eεjλ
1/4S(x;t)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ K ∣∣∣λ1/2eεjλ
1/4S(x;t)

∣∣∣ , 0 ≤ x ≤M,

(25)

where

S(x; t) =
∫ x

0

[
ρ(y; t)
a(y; t)

]1/4

dy

(in particular, S(nb; t) = nb, if n ∈ Z). Here λ1/4 stands for the principal branch of
the fourth root (so that <{λ1/4} ≥ 0, ={λ1/4} ≥ 0), {ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4} = {i,−1,−i, 1},
and the (positive) constant K depends on a(x), ρ(x), and M , but not on t.

We finish this subsection with a useful lemma.

Lemma 1. If rj (λ; t), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, are the Floquet multipliers of (21), where
t ∈ [0, 1], then ∣∣∣∣rj (λ; t)

eεjλ
1/4b
− 1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ K

|λ|1/4
, j = 1, 2, 3, 4,(26)

where λ1/4 is the principal branch of the fourth root, {ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4} = {i,−1,−i, 1},
and the constant K > 0 depends on a(x), ρ(x), but not on t.
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Proof. Let
T = [Tjk]1≤j,k≤4

be the Floquet matrix of (21) with respect to the basis φj(x; t;λ), j = 1, 2, 3, 4,
where φj(x; t;λ) is the solution of (21) that satisfies (22), (23), (24), and (25). It
follows that, as |λ| → ∞,

Tjk = eεkλ
1/4b

[
δjk +O

(
λ−1/4

)]
, uniformly in t,(27)

where δjk is the Kronecker delta. As we know, rj (λ; t), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, are the roots
of the equation

r4 −A(λ; t)r3 + [B(λ; t) + 2] r2 −A(λ; t)r + 1 = 0,

where

A(λ; t) =
4∑
j=1

Tjj

and

B(λ; t) + 2 =
∑

1≤j<k≤4

∣∣∣∣ Tjj Tjk
Tkj Tkk

∣∣∣∣ .
Thus (27) implies that, as |λ| → ∞,

A(λ; t) = eλ
1/4b

[
1 +O

(
λ−1/4

)]
+ e−iλ

1/4b
[
1 +O

(
λ−1/4

)]
and

B(λ; t) + 2 = eλ
1/4be−iλ

1/4b
[
1 +O

(
λ−1/4

)]
+ eλ

1/4beiλ
1/4b

[
1 +O

(
λ−1/4

)]
+ e−λ

1/4be−iλ
1/4b

[
1 +O

(
λ−1/4

)]
+ e−λ

1/4be−iλ
1/4b

[
1 +O

(
λ−1/4

)]
uniformly in t. The statement of the lemma follows easily from these two formulas.

�

3.2. The theorems. The analysis that follows is inspired by the work [20] of W.
Kohn for the second-order case (see also [1]). Consider again the function of formula
(8), namely

F (λ; k) = B(λ) − 2A(λ) cos (kb) + 4 cos2 (kb) .

This function is the analogue of the function

∆ (λ) − 2 cos (kb)

that appears in the analysis of the Hill operator (see, e.g., [1]). Notice that, although
F (λ; k) is usually viewed as an entire function of λ, it is entire in both λ and k. We
want to generalize Theorems A and B for the case of complex k.

Theorem 1. For a fixed k ∈ C, let λ∗ be a zero of F (λ; k) of multiplicity m(λ∗) > 1.
Then λ∗ is also a zero of the entire function

D (λ) = E′ (λ)2 − 4A′ (λ)2E (λ) .(28)

Furthermore, D (λ) 6≡ 0.
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Proof. The derivative of F (λ; k) with respect to λ satisfies

Fλ(λ∗; k) = B′(λ∗)− 2A′(λ∗) cos (kb) = 0.(29)

A straightforward calculation (using (16)) can verify that

A′(λ)2F (λ; k)−A(λ)A′(λ)Fλ(λ; k) + 2B′(λ)Fλ(λ; k)− Fλ(λ; k)2 =
D (λ)

16
,

(30)

where D (λ) is given by (28). Thus, if F (λ∗; k) = Fλ(λ∗; k) = 0, then D (λ∗) = 0.
If D (λ) ≡ 0, then all zeros of F (λ; k) should have been multiple. But, by

Theorem A the zeros of F (λ; k) are simple, if k is real and 0 < k < π/b. Thus,
D (λ) 6≡ 0. �

One important feature of Theorem 1 is that D (λ) is independent of k. The next
theorem is quite informative. To prove it we employ the technique described in the
previous subsection.

Theorem 2. All the zeros of the entire function D (λ) of (28) are real and they
are located as follows: (a) D (λ) has exactly one (simple) zero in each gap of the
spectrum S(a, ρ) of (1) (with the understanding that, if the gap is closed, i.e.,
collapses to a double periodic or antiperiodic eigenvalue, say λ∗, then the simple
zero of D (λ) is λ∗); (b) D (λ) has exactly two zeros (counting multiplicities) in each
ψ-gap of the pseudospectrum of (1). In case (b), if the ψ-gap is open, then D (λ)
has exactly two simple zeros in it, whereas if the ψ-gap is closed, i.e., collapses to
a point ν∗, where ν∗ = ν2n−1 = ν2n, or ν∗ = ν′2n−1 = ν′2n, for some n = 1, 2, 3, ...
(see the statement of Theorem D), then ν∗ is a double zero of D (λ). There are no
other zeros of D (λ).

Proof. We start by examining the zeros of D (λ) in the ψ-gaps. Let (α, β) be a ψ-
gap. If it is closed, i.e., if α = β, then, by Theorem D we have E(α) = E′(α) = 0.
Thus (28) implies that D(α) = D′(α) = 0 (i.e., α is a zero of D (λ) of multiplicity
≥ 2). Next assume that α < β. We then have E(α) = E(β) = 0, while, by Remark
1, E(λ) > 0, for λ ∈ (α, β). It follows that there is a γ ∈ (α, β) such that E′(γ) = 0.
Then (28) implies that

D(α) = E′(α)2 > 0, D(β) = E′(β)2 > 0, D(γ) = −4A′ (γ)2E (γ) < 0.

Therefore, D (λ) must have a zero in (α, γ) and one in (γ, β). In conclusion, D (λ)
always has at least two zeros (counting multiplicities) in each ψ-gap, even if it is
closed.

Next we consider the unperturbed case. Using E0 (λ) of (17), namely

E0 (λ) = 4
[
cosh

(
λ1/4b

)
− cos

(
λ1/4b

)]2
,

and the fact that

A0 (λ) = 2
[
cosh

(
λ1/4b

)
+ cos

(
λ1/4b

)]
,

we get from (28) that

D0 (λ) =
16b2

λ3/2
sinh

(
λ1/4b

)
sin
(
λ1/4b

) [
cosh

(
λ1/4b

)
− cos

(
λ1/4b

)]2(31)
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(in particular, D0(0) = 16b8 6= 0). Hence the zeros of D0 (λ) are exactly as the
theorem describes them. As we deform the unperturbed case continuously, until
we reach (1), D(λ) will continue to have two zeros in each ψ-gap, unless some new
nonreal zeros enter the ψ-gap. Also, by Theorem A and Theorem 1, the simple
zero that D(λ) has in each gap of the spectrum S(a, ρ) (including the case of a
closed gap) cannot move into the interior of a band. Hence this zero will remain
in the gap until some other nonreal zero enters the gap. Therefore, as we deform
the unperturbed case, D(λ) will continue to have exactly one zero in each gap
and exactly two zeros (counting multiplicities) in each ψ-gap, until some nonreal
zero(s) enters a gap or a ψ-gap. But where can these nonreal zeros come from?
Since D0 (λ) has no other zeros, they can only come from infinity.

From the above it follows that, in order to finish the proof, we need to demon-
strate that, as we deform the unperturbed case, no new zeros of D(λ) can appear
from infinity. Assume first that a, ρ ∈ C∞ (R). Let D(λ∗) = 0 where λ∗ does not
satisfy the statement of the theorem. Consider the continuous deformation (19) and
let D(λ; t) be the function D(λ) for the problem (21). Then there is a t0 ∈ [0, 1)
and a zero λω(t) of D(λ; t) such that

λω(1) = λ∗ and lim
t↘t0
|λω(t)| =∞(32)

(λω(t) depends continuously on t).
By Theorem 1 there is a k = k(t) ∈ C such that

F (λω(t); k; t) = 0(33)

and

Fλ (λω(t); k; t) = 0.(34)

An equivalent way to state (33) is to say that

rj = rj (λω(t); t) = eikb, for some j = 1, 2, 3, 4,

namely

r1 + r4 = r1 + r−1
1 = 2 cos (kb) or r2 + r3 = r2 + r−1

2 = 2 cos (kb) .
(35)

Using (29) and (35), formula (34) becomes

Bλ (λω(t); k; t) = Aλ (λω(t); k; t)
[
rj (λω(t); t) + rj (λω(t); t)−1

]
, j = 1 or 2.

(36)

By recalling (14), (36) becomes[
r2 (λω) + r2 (λω)−1

]
∂λ
[
r1 + r−1

1

]∣∣
λ=λω

+
[
r1 (λω) + r1 (λω)−1

]
∂λ
[
r2 + r−1

2

]∣∣
λ=λω

=
[
rj (λω) + rj (λω)−1

]
∂λ
[
r1 + r−1

1

]∣∣
λ=λω

+
[
rj (λω) + rj (λω)−1

]
∂λ
[
r2 + r−1

2

]∣∣
λ=λω
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where the dependence in t is suppressed for typographical convenience and j = 1
or 2. Thus, [

r2 (λω) + r2 (λω)−1
]
∂λ
[
r1 + r−1

1

]∣∣
λ=λω

=
[
r1 (λω) + r1 (λω)−1

]
∂λ
[
r1 + r−1

1

]∣∣
λ=λω

,

if j = 1, or [
r1 (λω) + r1 (λω)−1

]
∂λ
[
r2 + r−1

2

]∣∣
λ=λω

=
[
r2 (λω) + r2 (λω)−1

]
∂λ
[
r2 + r−1

2

]∣∣
λ=λω

,

if j = 2. Therefore,

r1 (λω) + r1 (λω)−1 = r2 (λω) + r2 (λω)−1(37)

or [
1− r1 (λω)−2

]
∂λr1 (λω) = 0

or [
1− r2 (λω)−2

]
∂λr2 (λω) = 0.

An equivalent way to write the last two equations is[
r1 (λω)2 − 1

] [
r2 (λω)2 − 1

]
= 0(38)

or

[∂λr1 (λω)] [∂λr2 (λω)] = 0.(39)

Thus, if D(λω; t) = 0, then λω satisfies (37), or (38), or (39). But (37) means that
E(λω; t) = 0 and, by Theorem 1, this can happen if and only if λω is a double zero
of E(λ; t). Similarly, (38) means that λω is a periodic or antiperiodic eigenvalue
of (21) and this can happen (see Theorem B) if and only if λω is a double such
eigenvalue, equivalently if λω is a double zero of F+(λ; t)F−(λ; t). Therefore, either
λω(t) is a double zero of

F+(λ; t)F−(λ; t)E(λ; t),
or λω(t) satisfies (39).

Next, let {z−n(t)}∞n=0 be the zeros (counting multiplicities) of E(λ; t) and
{zn(t)}∞n=0 be the zeros (counting multiplicities) of F+(λ; t)F−(λ; t) (thus z0(t) =
0). Furthermore, we assume that {zn(t)}∞n=−∞ is increasing in n. We then have
the estimates (see [33])

|zn(t)− zn(0)| ≤ Kn2, for all n ∈ Z,(40)

where the (positive) constant K is independent of t ∈ [0, 1], z0(0) = 0, and, by (11)
and (18),

z1−2l(0) = z−2l(0) = −4
(
lπ

b

)4

, z2l−1(0) = z2l(0) =
(
lπ

b

)4

, l = 1, 2, 3, ... .

(41)

In particular, there is a constant C > 0 such that

zn+2(0)− zn(0) ≥ C |n|3 , for all n ∈ Z.(42)

Finally, recall that zn(t) is a branch point of r(λ; t) if and only if zn(t) is a simple
zero of F+(λ; t)F−(λ; t) or E(λ; t).
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We will now show that (32) is impossible. This will imply that there is no λ∗,
such that D(λ∗) = 0, violating the statement of the theorem. Let Γ = Γ(λω(t), R),
the circle in the complex plane with radius R, centered at λω(t). We assume that
R is small enough so that Γ does not enclose any branch point of r(λ; t), i.e., any
(zn(t) which is a) simple zero of F+(λ; t)F−(λ; t) or E(λ; t). Then by Cauchy’s
integral formula we have

∂λrj (λω)− εjb

4λ3/4
ω

eεjλ
1/4
ω b =

1
2πi

∫
Γ

rj (z)− eεjz1/4b

(z − λω)2 dz.

Thus, if λω(t) satisfies (39),

∣∣∣∣ εjb4λ3/4
ω

eεjλ
1/4
ω b

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
2πR

∫ 2π

0

∣∣∣rj (z(θ))− eεjz(θ)
1/4b
∣∣∣ dθ, z (θ) = λω(t) + eiθR.

(43)

If we assume, in accordance with (32), that

|λω(t)| → ∞,
and take

R = |λω(t)|(1/2)+ε
, for some ε ∈ (0, 1/4) ,

then (43) and (26) imply that there is a constant K independent of t such that∣∣∣∣ 1
λω(t)3/4

eεjλ
1/4
ω b

∣∣∣∣ ≤ K

R

∣∣∣eεjλ1/4
ω b
∣∣∣

|λω(t)|1/4
= K

∣∣∣eεjλ1/4
ω b
∣∣∣

|λω(t)|(3/4)+ε
.

This inequality is obviously impossible as |λω(t)| gets arbitrarily large; hence Γ
must enclose branch points. We have, therefore, established the following: Given
ε ∈ (0, 1/4), there is a constant Λ, independent of t, such that, if |λω(t)| ≥ Λ, then

|λω(t)− zn(t)| ≤ |λω(t)|(1/2)+ε , for some n ∈ Z.
Using (40) and (41) the above estimate can be written as

|λω(t)− zn(0)| ≤ K |n|2+4ε , for some n ∈ Z.(44)

Finally, since ε ∈ (0, 1/4), the estimates (42) and (44) make it impossible for λω(t)
to move continuously to infinity. Hence (32) is impossible and the theorem is proved
for a, ρ ∈ C∞ (R). The general case follows by approximation by C∞ functions. We
just have to observe that D(λ) can be written in terms of the fundamental solutions
uj(b;λ) (and their derivatives) and apply the proposition of the appendix. �

Remark 2. If D(λ∗) = 0, then the theorem implies that λ∗ is in a gap or a ψ-gap.
Thus, the corresponding Floquet multipliers rj(λ∗), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, are all real (thus,
rj(λ∗) = eikjwhere <{kj} = 0 or π/b). As we have already seen (see also Lemma
4 below), if λ∗ is in a spectral gap, then we always have r1(λ∗), r4(λ∗) > 0, while
r2(λ∗), r3(λ∗) may be positive or negative; however, if λ∗ is in a ψ-gap, then all
rj(λ∗), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, have the same sign. Furthermore, if λ∗ is in a gap or a ψ-gap,
then (39) implies that r′j(λ

∗) = 0, for some j = 1, 2, 3, 4, and conversely.

The next theorem goes a little deeper. It completes Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. For a fixed k ∈ C, the multiplicity m of any zero λ∗ of F (λ; k) can
be either one or two (of course, by Theorem 1, m = 2 if and only if D (λ∗) = 0).
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Proof. Let λ∗ be a zero of F (λ; k) with multiplicity m ≥ 3. Then (30) implies
that λ∗ is a zero of D (λ) of multiplicity at least m − 1. But, by Theorem 2, the
multiplicity of any zeros of D (λ) can be at most two. Thus, m = 3 and λ∗ is
a double zero of D (λ). But then, again by Theorem 2, we must have that λ∗

corresponds to a closed ψ-gap, i.e., it is a double zero of E (λ); thus E (λ∗) =
E′ (λ∗) = 0. Next we observe that, using (16), we can write (30) as

A′(λ)2F (λ; k)− E′(λ)
2

Fλ(λ; k)− Fλ(λ; k)2 =
D (λ)

16
,

which implies that λ∗ is a zero of D (λ) of multiplicity 3, a contradiction! Thus,
F (λ; k) cannot have any zeros of multiplicity larger than two. �

We continue with a lemma which is by itself interesting since it characterizes the
zeros of the entire functions A(λ) and B(λ).

Lemma 2. (a) The set of zeros of A(λ) of (4) is the (π/(2b))-Floquet ψ-spectrum
Ψπ/2b(a, ρ). Furthermore, all zeros of A(λ) are simple.

(b) The set of zeros of B(λ) of equality (9) is the (π/(2b))-Floquet spectrum
{λn(π/(2b))}∞n=1. Again, all zeros of B(λ) are simple.

Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from (15) and Theorem C.
Part (b) also follows immediately from the fact (see (14)) that B(λ) =

(r1 + r−1
1 )(r2 + r−1

2 ). �

Remark 3. The lemma implies that B(λ) has one zero (counting multiplicities) in
the interior of each band of the spectrum of (1) and no other zeros. In particular,
all zeros of B(λ) are (real and) strictly positive and simple.

Likewise A(λ) has one zero (counting multiplicities) in the interior of each ψ-
band of the ψ-spectrum of (1) and no other zeros. In particular, all zeros of A(λ)
are strictly negative and simple.

From Theorems 1, 2, and 3, it follows that, if λ∗ is a multiple zero of F (λ; k),
then λ∗ ∈ R, its multiplicity is two, and we must have k ∈ C with <{k} = 0 or
π/b (without loss of generality). Using Lemma 1 we can, in addition, prove the
following:

Theorem 4. A given number λ∗ can be a double zero of F (λ; k) for at most one
value of k with <{k} ∈ {0, π/b}.

Proof. Assume
F (λ∗; k) = Fλ(λ∗; k) = 0.

Then (29) holds, namely

B′(λ∗)− 2A′(λ∗) cos (kb) = 0.

If there are two distinct k1 6= k2 with <{k1},<{k2} ∈ {0, π/b}, for which the above
is true, we must have

B′(λ∗) = A′(λ∗) = 0.(45)

Now the functions A(λ) and B(λ) are entire of order 1/4. Since the zeros of A(λ)
are positive and the zeros of B(λ) are negative (see Remark 3 above), it follows by
a well-known theorem of complex analysis (see, e.g., [37]) that the zeros of A′(λ)
are positive while the zeros of B′(λ) are negative. Thus, (45) is impossible. �
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Remark 4. Let D(λ∗) = 0 where λ∗ is in an open gap or ψ-gap. Then by Theorems
1, 2, 3, and 4 there is a unique k ∈ C \ R with <{k} = 0 or π/b such that λ∗ is
a double zero of F (λ; k). The four Floquet multipliers that correspond to λ∗ are
distinct (since λ∗ lies in an open gap or ψ-gap) and one of them is r = eikb (where
r ∈ R, r 6= ±1). Hence there is only one (up to linear independence, of course)
Floquet solution f(x) satisfying

f(x+ b) = rf(x).

We can thus say that, for this particular k, the algebraic multiplicity of λ∗ is two,
but its geometric multiplicity is one!

If λ∗ corresponds to a closed gap, i.e., λ∗ is a double periodic or antiperiodic
eigenvalue, then, by Theorem 2, D(λ∗) = 0 and hence λ∗ is a double zero of F (λ; k)
for a unique (see Theorem 4) k that equals 0 in the periodic case, or equals π/b in
the antiperiodic case. But now, by Theorem B, the geometric multiplicity of λ∗ is
also two.

Finally, if λ∗ corresponds to a closed ψ-gap, then again, by Theorem 2, D(λ∗) =
0 and hence λ∗ is a double zero of F (λ; k) for a unique nonreal k with real part
in {0, π/b}. In this case though (a kind of exception of the exception), as we will
see later (Theorem 8) there are two linearly independent Floquet solutions with
multiplier r = eikb; thus, the geometric multiplicity of λ∗ is also two.

4. A closer look at the endpoints of the pseudogaps

4.1. The operators Lk. Let k ∈ C be given. As we have already seen, the eigen-
values of the problem

[a(x)u′′(x)]′′ = λρ(x)u(x), u(j)(b) = ru(j)(0), j = 0, 1, 2, 3,(46)

where r = eikb, are the zeros of the function F (λ; k) defined in (8).
Problems such as (46) (almost always related to operators with periodic coeffi-

cients) have an equivalent formulation (see, e.g., [21]):
Let Lk be the operator on L2

ρ (0, b) defined by

Lkv = ρ(x)−1 (d/dx+ ik)2
[
a(x) (d/dx+ ik)2

v
]
,(47)

with periodic boundary conditions. Then v(x) is an eigenfunction of Lk with cor-
responding eigenvalue λ if and only if u(x) = eikxv(x) is an eigenfunction of (46)
corresponding to the same eigenvalue λ (in other words, u(x) is a Floquet solution
of (1) with a prescribed multiplier r = eikb).

The adjoint operator of Lk is
L∗k = Lk.

In particular, Lk is selfadjoint if and only if k ∈ R. Let Gk(x, y;λ) be the Green
function of Lk and G̃k(x, y;λ) be the Green function of (46). We have

G̃k(x, y;λ) = eik(x−y)Gk(x, y;λ).

It is well known (see, e.g., [9]) that Gk(x, y;λ) can be expressed as an expression
which is entire in λ divided by F (λ; k). In fact, Gk(x, y;λ) is meromorphic in λ and
its poles are the zeros of F (λ; k). If λ∗ is a double zero of F (λ; k), then λ∗ can be
a simple or a double pole of Gk(x, y;λ). In the latter case (see [9]), Lk and hence
(46) may not possess a complete set of (proper) eigenfunctions. More precisely,
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apart from the eigenfunction, say φ∗(x), that corresponds to λ∗, there may be a
generalized eigenfunction ψ∗(x):

(Lk − λ∗)ψ∗(x) = φ∗(x).

In fact, it is known that if a(x)ρ(x) ≡ 1 (thus the problem is essentially of
second order), then the above situation can actually happen (see [20]). We expect
this anomaly to arise in the general case too, as long as λ∗ is in an open gap or
ψ-gap. These comments should be compared with Remark 4 above.

4.2. The endpoints of an open ψ-gap. The following theorem presents another
case where an algebraic multiplicity is equal to the corresponding geometric. It can
be viewed as a partial complement of Theorem B (in the sense that Theorem B
is about endpoints of bands, while the theorem below is about endpoints of non-
touching ψ-bands). The remaining case of touching ψ-bands (equivalently: closed
ψ-gaps) is covered later by Theorem 8.

Theorem 5. Let (α, β) be an open ψ-gap of (1) (i.e., α < β) and ν = α or ν = β.
Then the Floquet matrix T (ν) is similar to the matrix

r1 1 0 0
0 r1 0 0
0 0 r−1

1 1
0 0 0 r−1

1

 .

In other words, the equation

[a(x)u′′(x)]′′ = νρ(x)u(x)

has exactly two linearly independent proper Floquet solutions, one with multiplier
r1 and one with r−1

1 .

Proof. Let ν = α or β. Since (α, β) is a ψ-gap and α < β, we have that E(ν) = 0,
but E′(ν) 6= 0. Thus, by (28),

D(ν) 6= 0.

In the complex λ-plane consider the open disk Bε(ν), i.e., with center ν and
radius ε. We choose ε > 0 small enough so that

D(λ) 6= 0 if λ ∈ Bε(ν).

Let
r1(ν) = eik(ν)b = r2(ν),

where ik(ν) or ik(ν)− (π/b) is real and, without loss of generality, strictly positive
(if not, we consider r−1

j instead of rj). From (4), (9), and (16),

rj(λ) +
1

rj(λ)
=
A(λ)

2
±
√
E(λ)
2

, j = 1 or 2,

where
√
· denotes the principal branch of the square root function. If λ ∈ Bε(ν),

then E(λ) = E1(λ)(λ − ν), where E1(λ) 6= 0 in Bε(ν). Hence the above formula
can be written as

r1(λ) +
1

r1(λ)
=
A(λ)

2
+

√
E1(λ)
2

√
λ− ν
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and

r2(λ) +
1

r2(λ)
=
A(λ)

2
−
√
E1(λ)
2

√
λ− ν.(48)

Assuming |r1(λ)| , |r2(λ)| > 1, the above equations give r1(λ) = eik1(λ)b and r2(λ) =
eik2(λ)b uniquely. Of course, k1(λ) 6= k2(λ) if λ ∈ Bε(ν), λ 6= ν.

If ε is sufficiently small, Theorem 1 implies that F (λ; k(ν)) has exactly one zero
in Bε(ν), namely λ = ν. In fact, there is a neighborhood N of k(ν) such that,
if k ∈ N , then F (λ; k) has exactly one zero (counting multiplicities) λ = λ(k)
in Bε(ν). Furthermore, if k ∈ N , k 6= k(ν), then (1) has four proper Floquet
solutions corresponding to this λ = λ(k), with corresponding multipliers r1(λ) =
eikb, r1(λ)−1 = e−ikb, r2(λ), and r2(λ)−1, where r2(λ) is given by (48). Therefore,
for k ∈ N , k 6= k(ν), we must have (since one of these four Floquet solutions
corresponds to an eigenfunction of Lk)

1
2πi

∫
∂Bε(ν)

[∫ b

0

Gk(x, x;λ)dx

]
dλ = 1,

where, as in the previous subsection, Gk(x, y;λ) is the Green function of Lk. Letting
k → k(ν) we obtain

1
2πi

∫
∂Bε(ν)

[∫ b

0

Gk(ν)(x, x;λ)dx

]
dλ = 1,(49)

which says that there is only one (proper) Floquet solution corresponding to r1(ν) =
r2(ν) = eik(ν)b (if there were two Floquet solutions, the value of the integral in
(48) would have been 2). Considering the adjoint case, which has an equivalent
behavior (see [9], Ch. 12, Sec. 5), we can conclude that there is, also, only one
Floquet solution corresponding to r1(ν)−1 = r2(ν)−1 = e−ik(ν)b. �

Remark 5. If E (ν) = 0, ν 6= 0 (remember that ν ∈ R), then, since Lk and its adjoint
L∗k have the same number of proper and generalized eigenfunctions corresponding
to ν (see [9], Ch. 12, Sec. 5), it follows that T (ν) is similar to one of the following
matrices: 

r1 1 0 0
0 r1 0 0
0 0 r−1

1 1
0 0 0 r−1

1

 ,


r1 0 0 0
0 r1 0 0
0 0 r−1

1 0
0 0 0 r−1

1

 .

Theorem 5 covers the case where ν is a simple zero of E (λ). The case where ν
is a double zero of E (λ), i.e., the corresponding ψ-gap is closed, is deeper, since in
this case (49) becomes

1
2πi

∫
∂Bε(ν)

[∫ b

0

Gk(ν)(x, x;λ)dx

]
dλ = 2.

Now, by Theorem 1, ν is a double zero of F (λ; k(ν)). Consequently, the above
equation says that either Lk(ν) has two proper linearly independent eigenfunctions
and hence T (ν) is diagonalizable, or Lk(ν) has one proper and one generalized
eigenfunction and hence T (ν) is not diagonalizable. Later, in Theorem 8, we will
see that the latter can never happen, i.e., T (ν) is always diagonalizable.
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5. A multipoint eigenvalue problem

In the Hill case, the Dirichlet spectrum {µn}∞n=1 (i.e., the eigenvalues corre-
sponding to the boundary conditions u(0) = u(b) = 0) plays an important role in
the general spectral theory, especially in the formulation and solution of the inverse
spectral problem. We propose the following multipoint problem as an analogue of
Hill’s Dirichlet problem for the Euler-Bernoulli case:

[a(x)u′′(x)]′′ = λρ(x)u(x), u(0) = u(b) = u(2b) = u(3b) = 0.(50)

An eigenvalue of (50) is any value of λ for which (50) has a nontrivial solution. We
call such a solution an eigenfunction of (50).

Physically the problem (50) describes the vibration of a (periodic) beam fixed
at four points.

Let uj(x;λ), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, be the fundamental solutions of (1). Since every
solution of (1) is a linear combination of the fundamental solutions, it follows that
λ is an eigenvalue of (50) (that is, λ is such that (50) has a nontrivial solution) if
and only if λ is a zero of the entire function

H(λ) def=

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u1(0;λ) u2(0;λ) u3(0;λ) u4(0;λ)
u1(b;λ) u2(b;λ) u3(b;λ) u4(b;λ)
u1(2b;λ) u2(2b;λ) u3(2b;λ) u4(2b;λ)
u1(3b;λ) u2(3b;λ) u3(3b;λ) u4(3b;λ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
But u1(0;λ) = 1 and u2(0;λ) = u3(0;λ) = u4(0;λ) = 0; therefore,

H(λ) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
u2(b;λ) u3(b;λ) u4(b;λ)
u2(2b;λ) u3(2b;λ) u4(2b;λ)
u2(3b;λ) u3(3b;λ) u4(3b;λ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ .(51)

We can, thus, say that the spectrum of (50) is the set of zeros ofH(λ). In particular,

H(0) = b4

(∫ b

0

dx

a(x)

)2

;

thus 0 is not an eigenvalue of (50). In the unperturbed case we have

H0(λ) =
1

λ3/2
sinh

(
λ1/4b

)
sin
(
λ1/4b

) [
cosh

(
λ1/4b

)
− cos

(
λ1/4b

)]2
.

(52)

Notice that by (31),

H0(λ) =
D0 (λ)
16b2

.

We continue with some properties of (50) and its accompanying function H(λ).
But first we need some lemmas.

Lemma 3. (a) If there is a nontrivial function u(x) such that

[a(x)u′′(x)]′′ = λρ(x)u(x), b1 < x < b2,

u(b1) = u′(b1) = u(b2) = u′(b2) = 0,

then λ is real and strictly positive.
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(b) Likewise, if there is a nontrivial function u(x) such that

[a(x)u′′(x)]′′ = λρ(x)u(x), x ∈ (b,∞) (or x ∈ (−∞, b)),
u(b) = u′(b) = 0, u ∈ L2(b,∞) (resp. u ∈ L2(−∞, b)),

then λ is real and strictly positive.

Proof. (a) Multiplying the equation by u(x) and integrating yields∫ b2

b1

[a(x)u′′(x)]′′ u(x)dx = λ

∫ b2

b1

ρ(x)u(x)u(x)dx.

Next, by applying integration by parts (twice) in the left-hand side and using the
boundary conditions, we obtain∫ b2

b1

a(x)u′′(x)u′′(x)dx = λ

∫ b2

b1

ρ(x)u(x)u(x)dx.

The assumption that u(x) is not trivial, together with the boundary conditions
u(b1) = u′(b1) = 0, imply that u(x) is not a linear function. Thus both integrals in
the above formula are strictly positive (remember a(x), ρ(x) > 0, for all x); hence
λ > 0.

(b) The proof of this part is very similar to the proof of part (a). Assume that u ∈
L2(b,∞). Since u(x) is a linear combination of Floquet solutions (possibly including
generalized ones), it follows that u(x) and its derivatives decay exponentially, as
x→∞; thus, we can apply again integration by parts and get∫ ∞

b

a(x)u′′(x)u′′(x)dx = λ

∫ ∞
b

ρ(x)u(x)u(x)dx;

hence, again λ > 0. �

The following lemma is contained in [31]. We include it here for the sake of
completeness.

Lemma 4. Let λ > 0. If the Floquet multipliers are indexed so that |r1| ≥ |r2| ≥
|r3| ≥ |r4|, then (r3 = r−1

2 and)

r1 > |r2| ≥ |r3| > r4 = r−1
1 .(53)

Furthermore, the Floquet solutions f1(x) and f4(x) corresponding to r1 and r4 never
vanish.

Proof. If λ > 0, u1 (x;λ), the first fundamental solution of (1), and u1 (−x;λ) are
increasing when x ≥ 0. They actually grow exponentially. If λ is in the spectrum
of (1), |r2| = |r3| = 1 and thus (53) and the statement about f1(x) and f4(x) must
be true (remember fj(x) = ewjxpj(x), where pj(x) is b-periodic and rj = ewjb);
otherwise, there would not be any exponentially growing solutions. Similarly, if λ
is not in the spectrum, r2 and r3 = r−1

2 are real. If we take the period of (1) to be
2b, then the Floquet multipliers become

r2
1 ≥ r2

2 > r2
3 ≥ r2

4 .

But the above inequalities become equalities only if λ is a zero of E(λ). Since λ > 0
and the zeros of E(λ) are nonpositive, we must have

|r1| > |r2| > |r3| > |r4| .
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Now

u1 (x) = c1f1(x) + c2f2(x) + c3f3(x) + c4f4(x).

Hence the exponential growth of u1 (x) and u1 (−x) implies that r1 and r4 are
positive and f1(x) and f4(x) do not change sign. �

The next theorem should be compared with the property of the Hill operator
stating that the Dirichlet eigenvalues are simple and their corresponding eigenfunc-
tions are Floquet solutions [39]. The case left open (namely when µ is also a simple
periodic or antiperiodic eigenvalue) is covered later by Theorem 7.

Theorem 6. Let µ be an eigenvalue of (50). If V (µ) denotes the corresponding
eigenspace, namely the vector space of all eigenfunctions of (50) associated to µ,
then dimV (µ) = 1 or 2. Furthermore, V (µ) always contains a proper Floquet
solution; if dimV (µ) = 2, then V (µ) always contains two linearly independent
proper Floquet solutions, except possibly in the case where µ is also a simple periodic
or antiperiodic eigenvalue of (1) (in fact, we will see later, in Theorem 7, that this
exception can never happen).

Proof. Let H(µ) = 0. Assume that dimV (µ) = 3 (clearly dimV (µ) < 4 ). Then we
have three linearly independent eigenfunctions φ1(x), φ2(x), and φ3(x) correspond-
ing to µ. Let

φ(x) = c1φ1(x) + c2φ2(x) + c3φ3(x).

We have φ(0) = φ(b) = 0. Also, we can choose c1, c2, and c3 (not all zero)
so that φ′(0) = φ′(b) = 0. Hence, Lemma 3 implies that µ > 0. But then,
Lemma 4 implies that the associated (to µ) Floquet solutions f1 (x) and f4 (x)
never vanish. Furthermore, the space spanned by φ1(x), φ2(x), and φ3(x) and the
space spanned by f1 (x) and f4 (x) must have a nontrivial intersection. Thus there
is an eigenfunction of (50) of the form

γ1f1 (x) + γ4f4 (x) .

But this implies easily that

f1 (0;µ) f4 (0;µ) = 0,

a contradiction. Thus dimV (µ) < 3.
We now prove the rest of the theorem (see Theorem B and formula (16) for the

definition of F+, F−, and E that appear below).
Case F+(µ)F−(µ)E(µ) 6= 0. Then, for λ = µ, (1) possesses four distinct Floquet

multipliers rj = rj(µ), j = 1, 2, 3, 4; therefore, it has four linearly independent
(proper) Floquet solutions fj(x) = fj(x;µ), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, with

fj (x+ b) = rjfj (x) .

If, in addition, µ is in the spectrum of (50), then∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
f1 (0) f2 (0) f3 (0) f4 (0)
f1 (b) f2 (b) f3 (b) f4 (b)
f1 (2b) f2 (2b) f3 (2b) f4 (2b)
f1 (3b) f2 (3b) f3 (3b) f4 (3b)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0;
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namely,

f1 (0;µ) f2 (0;µ) f3 (0;µ) f4 (0;µ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 1 1
r1 r2 r3 r4

r2
1 r2

2 r2
3 r2

4

r3
1 r3

2 r3
3 r3

4

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0

or
f1 (0;µ) f2 (0;µ) f3 (0;µ) f4 (0;µ)

∏
1≤j<l≤4

(rl − rj) = 0.

But the rj ’s are distinct; thus,

f1 (0;µ) f2 (0;µ) f3 (0;µ) f4 (0;µ) = 0.(54)

This means that some Floquet solution, say f1 (x;µ), is an eigenfunction of (50).
Next, let φ(x) be another eigenfunction of (50) corresponding to µ. That is, φ(x)

and f1 (x) are linearly independent. It follows that there is a constant c1 such that
φ̃(x) = φ(x) − c1f1 (x) is an eigenfunction of (50) and

φ̃(x) = c2f2(x) + c3f3(x) + c4f4(x).

But this implies easily that

f2 (0;µ) f3 (0;µ) f4 (0;µ) = 0,

which, again, means that some Floquet solution fj , j = 2, 3, 4, say f2 (x;µ), is an
eigenfunction of (50).

Case E(µ) = 0. That means that µ < 0 and r1 = r2 = r−1
3 = r−1

4 . If we
have coexistence of two Floquet solutions f1(x) and f2(x) with multiplier r1, then
(see Remark 5) we also have coexistence of two Floquet solutions, f3(x) and f4(x),
with multiplier r−1

1 . We can then find constants c1, c2, c3, and c4, such that
c1f1(x) + c2f2(x) and c3f3(x) + c4f4(x) are in V (µ). If we do not have coexistence,
then (see Remark 5) we have two proper Floquet solutions f1(x) and f3(x) with
corresponding multipliers r1 and r−1

1 , and two generalized Floquet solutions g1(x)
and g3(x) satisfying

g1 (x+ b) = r1g1 (x) + d1f1 (x) , g3 (x+ b) = r−1
1 g3 (x) + d3f3 (x) , d1d3 6= 0.

(55)

Since H(µ) = 0, we must have∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
f1 (0) g1 (0) f3 (0) g3 (0)
f1 (b) g1 (b) f3 (b) g3 (b)
f1 (2b) g1 (2b) f3 (2b) g3 (2b)
f1 (3b) g1 (3b) f3 (3b) g3 (3b)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0,

which implies
f1 (0;µ)2

f3 (0;µ)2 = 0.
The last equality says that one Floquet solution, say f1(x), is also an eigenfunction
of (50). If φ(x) is another eigenfunction of (50) corresponding to µ, then there is
an eigenfunction of the form

φ̃(x) = c1g1(x) + c3f3(x) + c4g3(x).

This implies that g1(x) ∈ V (µ) or f3(x) ∈ V (µ).
From (50) and the fact that f1(x) has the form

f1(x) = ew1xp1(x) with r1 = ew1b and p1(x+ b) = p1(x),(56)
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it follows that g1(x) has the form

g1(x) = [p2(x) + βp1(x)x] ew1x with β =
d1

r1b
and p2(x+ b) = p2(x).

(57)

Let us assume g1(x) ∈ V (µ). Since we also have g1(x) ∈ V (µ), it follows that
p1(0) = p2(0) = 0; therefore,

f1(nb) = g1(nb) = 0, for all n ∈ Z.

Next notice that

f ′1(nb) = rn1 p
′
1(0) 6= 0 and g′1(nb) = rn1 [nbp′1(0) + p′2(0)] for all n ∈ Z,

where p′1(0) 6= 0 follows from Lemma 3. Introduce

v(x) = p′2(0)f1(x) − p′1(0)g1(x),(58)

so that

[a(x)v′′(x)]′′ = µρ(x)v(x)(59)

and (for all n ∈ Z)

v(nb) = 0, v′(0) = 0.(60)

By (59), ∫ nb

0

[a(x)v′′(x)]′′ v(x)dx = µ

∫ nb

0

ρ(x)v(x)v(x)dx.

Then, integration by parts and (60) yield (recall that a(nb) = a(0))

− a(0)v′′(nb)v′(nb) +
∫ nb

0

a(x)v′′(x)v′′(x)dx = µ

∫ nb

0

ρ(x)v(x)v(x)dx.

(61)

If we set

ε = ε(r1) =
{
−1, if |r1| > 1,
1, if |r1| < 1,

then (56) and (57) imply that f1(x), g1(x), and their derivatives decay exponen-
tially, as x→ ε∞, and by (58) the same is true for v(x). Thus (61) implies that∫ ε∞

0

a(x)v′′(x)v′′(x)dx = µ

∫ ε∞

0

ρ(x)v(x)v(x)dx;

in particular, µ > 0, a contradiction. Therefore, g1(x) /∈ V (µ) and we are left with
the only alternative, namely that f3(x) ∈ V (µ).

Case F+(µ)F−(µ) = 0. That means that µ > 0 is a periodic or antiperiodic
eigenvalue. If we have coexistence of two periodic or antiperiodic Floquet solutions,
then a linear combination of these can produce an eigenfunction of (50), and there
is no other eigenfunction, i.e., dimV (µ) = 1 (since, by Lemma 4, the other two
Floquet solutions never vanish). If there is only one periodic (or antiperiodic)
Floquet solution, say f2 (x), then there is a generalized Floquet solution g2 (x),
satisfying

g2 (x+ b) = εg2 (x) + c2f2 (x) , c2 6= 0,
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where ε = 1, if F+(µ) = 0, and ε = −1, if F−(µ) = 0. In this case, H(µ) = 0
implies that ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

f1 (0) f2 (0) g2 (0) f4 (0)
f1 (b) f2 (b) g2 (b) f4 (b)
f1 (2b) f2 (2b) g2 (2b) f4 (2b)
f1 (3b) f2 (3b) g2 (3b) f4 (3b)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0,

which implies easily that

f1 (0;µ) f2 (0;µ)2
f4 (0;µ) = 0;

hence there is a Floquet solution in V (µ). But, if f2 (x) ∈ V (µ) and dimV (µ) = 2
(this is, however, impossible, as we will see later in Theorem 7), we cannot, for the
moment, exclude the possibility that g2 (x) ∈ V (µ). �

Remark 6. One part of Theorem 6 states that the geometric multiplicity mg(µ) of
any eigenvalue µ of (50) cannot exceed two. We can define the algebraic multiplicity
ma(µ) of µ to be its multiplicity as a zero of H(λ). From the above proof it follows
easily that ma(µ) ≥ mg(µ). Theorems 7 and 8 below establish the equality of the
two multiplicities.

The lemma that follows is needed for the proof of Theorem 7 below.

Lemma 5. There are no zeros of H(λ) in the interior of the bands or in the interior
of the ψ-bands.

Proof. Assume that µ is in the interior of a band. Then F+(µ)F−(µ)E(µ) 6= 0;
hence (54) must hold. By Lemma 4 we have that f1(x;µ) and f4(x;µ) never vanish,

r1 (µ) = r4 (µ)−1 > 1 and |r2 (µ)| = |r3 (µ)| = 1,

where r3(µ) = r−1
2 (µ) = r2(µ) /∈ R. Also, f3(x;µ) = f2(x;µ). Therefore,

f2 (0;µ) = f3 (0;µ) = 0.(62)

We can, thus, write a linear combination

f(x) = d2f2(x;µ) + d3f3(x;µ)

such that f(0) = f ′(0) = 0. This means that f(x) can be written as a linear
combination of the fundamental solutions u3(x;µ) and u4(x;µ), namely

f(x) = γ3u3(x;µ) + γ4u4(x;µ).(63)

But (see [31]) u3(x;µ)→∞, as x→ ±∞, while u4(x;µ)→ ±∞, as x→ ±∞. Since
f(x) is bounded we can conclude that (63) is impossible. Thus (62) is impossible
and H(µ) 6= 0.

Assume now that µ is in the interior of a ψ-band (hence µ < 0). Then there is
a k ∈ (0, π/b) such that

r1 (µ) =
1

r4 (µ)
= r2 (µ) =

1
r3 (µ)

= |r1 (µ)| eikb.

If H(µ) = 0, then (54) implies that fj(0;µ), for some j. Let us assume that

f1 (0;µ) = 0.

We have

f1 (x;µ) = eαxeikxp1(x) and f2 (x;µ) = f1 (x;µ) = eαxe−ikxp1(x),
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where α ∈ R \ {0} and p1(x+ b) = p1(x). Thus

f2 (0;µ) = 0

and f1(· ;µ), f2(· ;µ) ∈ L2(0,∞) (if α < 0) or f1(· ;µ), f2(· ;µ) ∈ L2(−∞, 0) (if
α > 0). We can, therefore, write a nontrivial linear combination

u(x) = c1f1 (x;µ) + c1f1 (x;µ)

that satisfies all assumptions of part (b) of Lemma 3 (with b = 0). Hence µ > 0, a
contradiction. Therefore, H(µ) 6= 0. �

We are now ready to prove our main theorem regarding the spectrum of (51),
i.e., the zeros of H(λ). The statement of the theorem resembles the one of Theorem
2.

Theorem 7. All zeros of H(λ), of (51), are real and they are located as follows:
(a) H(λ) has exactly one (simple) zero in the closure of each gap of the spectrum
S(a, ρ) (with the understanding that, if the gap is closed, i.e., collapses to a double
periodic or antiperiodic eigenvalue, say λ∗, then the simple zero of H(λ) is λ∗); (b)
H(λ) has exactly two zeros (counting multiplicities) in the closure of each ψ-gap of
the pseudospectrum. In case (b), if the ψ-gap is closed, i.e., collapses to a point
ν∗, where ν∗ = ν2n−1 = ν2n, or ν∗ = ν′2n−1 = ν′2n, for some n = 1, 2, 3, ... (see the
statement of Theorem D), then ν∗ is a double zero of H(λ). There are no other
zeros of H(λ).

Proof. As in the case of Theorem 2 (see also the appendix), we only need to prove
the theorem for the case of smooth a(x) and ρ(x). Hence, from now on we assume
a, ρ ∈ C∞(R).

By (52) the theorem is valid in the unperturbed case a(x) ≡ ρ(x) ≡ 1. For general
a(x) and ρ(x) let us consider the deformation (19) and the solutions φj(x;λ; t),
j = 1, 2, 3, 4, satisfying (22). We set

H̃(λ; t) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
φ1(0; t) φ2(0; t) φ3(0; t) φ4(0; t)
φ1(b; t) φ2(b; t) φ3(b; t) φ4(b; t)
φ1(2b; t) φ2(2b; t) φ3(2b; t) φ4(2b; t)
φ1(3b; t) φ2(3b; t) φ3(3b; t) φ4(3b; t)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,(64)

where the dependence of φj in λ has been suppressed for typographical convenience.
For small |λ|’s, the φj ’s can be chosen so that H̃(0; t) stays away from 0, uniformly
in t. Notice that H̃(λ; t) and H(λ; t) have the same zeros. The multiplicities of
their zeros also agree (this can be easily checked when t = 0; then, since t is moving
continuously, the multiplicities of two corresponding (i.e., equal) zeros, one of H
and one of H̃ , cannot suddenly become different).

In order to use the technique described in Subsection 3.1, we first need to estimate
the large-magnitude zeros of H̃(λ; t). First, consider {µn(0)}n∈Z, the set of zeros
of H̃(λ; 0), counting multiplicities. As we have seen, H̃(λ; 0) and D0(λ) have the
same zeros; thus, (35) gives

µ1−2l(0) = µ−2l(0) = −4
(
lπ

b

)4

, µ2l−1(0) = µ2l(0) =
(
lπ

b

)4

, l = 1, 2, 3, ... .
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If µ is a large-magnitude zero of H̃(λ; t), then (22) and (64) imply that

eεjµ
1/4b

[
1 +O

(
1

µ1/4

)]
= eεlµ

1/4b

[
1 +O

(
1

µ1/4

)]
(uniformly in t), where εj , εl ∈ {i,−1,−i, 1}, εj 6= εl. This, in turn, implies that
there is a K > 0 (independent of t) such that∣∣∣µ1/4 − µn(0)1/4

∣∣∣ ≤ K

|µ|1/4
, for some n ∈ Z,

from which it follows that

|µ− µn(0)| ≤ Kn2, for some n ∈ Z.
In other words, if H(µ; t) = 0 and |µ| is sufficiently large, then there is an integer
n such that µ is within distance Kn2 from µn(0). On the other hand, as we have
already seen in (42), there is a constant C > 0 such that

µn+2(0)− µn(0) ≥ C |n|3 , for all n ∈ Z.
Therefore, as in the proof of Theorem 2, no new zeros of H(λ; t) can come from
infinity, as we move t.

Thus, by the above discussion and Lemma 5, the only way in which the theorem
can be violated is if some zeros of H(λ; t) become nonreal. As we start moving t,
the zeros in the gaps (including closed gaps) are all simple. Thus, the zeros that
can first leave the real axis (in pairs of complex conjugates, of course) are the zeros
in the ψ-gaps.

Let (α, β) be a ψ-gap (α, β vary continuously with t). For λ in [α, β], let r1,
r2, r3 = r−1

2 , and r4 = r−1
1 , with |r1| ≥ |r2| > 1, be the corresponding Floquet

multipliers of
[a(x; t)u′′(x)]′′ = λρ(x; t)u(x).

Since (α, β) is a ψ-gap, there is a δ > 0, independent of t, such that

|r1| ≥ |r2| ≥ 1 + δ.

Now let D ⊂ C be a domain (depending on t) such that [α, β] ⊂ D. If D is
sufficiently small, then, as functions of λ, fj(x;λ; t) and, in particular, fj(0;λ; t),
j = 1, 2, 3, 4, are analytic in D, with the only singularities being the branch points
α, β (if α 6= β). As λ moves around one of these branch points, f1(x;λ) becomes
f2(x;λ) and f4(x;λ) becomes f3(x;λ).

Initially (i.e., when t = 0), µ = α = β is a double zero of H(λ; 0) and there are
two (linearly independent) Floquet solutions f1(x;µ) and f4(x;µ), with multipliers
r1 and r4 respectively, satisfying f1(0;µ) = f4(0;µ) = 0 (f1(x;µ) and f4(x;µ) are
eigenfunctions of (50) corresponding to the eigenvalue µ). As we move t, f1(0;λ)
(or f2(0;λ), if we encounter a branch point) will continue to have a zero in [α, β],
and so will f4(0;λ) (or f3(0;λ), if we encounter a branch point). In order for a
zero of H(λ; t) to escape from the real axis, it first has to become double. So let us
assume that, for t = t0, µ = µ(t0) ∈ R satisfies fj(0;µ(t0)) = fl(0;µ(t0)) = 0, j 6= l,
i.e., µ(t0) is a double zero of H(λ; t0). Notice that fj(x) and fl(x) must belong,
one to L2(−∞, 0) and one to L2(0,∞). This follows by continuity, but, also, by
Lemma 3 (if both fj(x) and fl(x) are, say, in L2(0,∞), then we can construct
a nontrivial solution v(x) = cjfj(x) + clfl(x), such that v(0) = v′(0) = 0 and
v ∈ L2(0,∞), which implies that µ(t0) > 0, a contradiction). Thus, without loss
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of generality, we can take j = 1 and l = 4. Assume that, as t gets larger than t0,
then immediately µ(t0) splits into two nonreal zeros µ(t) and µ(t) of H(λ; t). The
corresponding Floquet solutions are f1(x;µ(t)) (or f2(x;µ(t)), if µ(t0) is a branch
point) and f4(x;µ(t)) (or f3(x;µ(t)), if µ(t0) is a branch point). They also have to
be complex conjugates. But this is a contradiction, since, on the one hand, f1(x),
f2(x) are in L2(−∞, 0) and f3(x), f4(x) are in L2(0,∞, ); but, on the other hand, a
function and its complex conjugate are in the same L2-space. Therefore, the zeros
of H(λ; t) can never leave the real axis and the theorem is proved. �

Remark 7. Since, by the above theorem, all the positive zeros of H(λ) are simple,
the case in Theorem 6 that was left unanswered, namely when µ is also a simple
periodic or antiperiodic eigenvalue, is now decided: We always have dimV (µ) = 1.

Remark 8. If the coefficients of (1) are even functions, namely if

a(−x) = a(x) and ρ(−x) = ρ(x),

then for every solution u(x) of (1) we have that v(x) = u(−x) is also a solution. In
particular, if f(x) = ewxp(x) is a Floquet solution, so is f(−x) = e−wxp(−x). It
follows that, in this case, the positive zeros of H(λ), i.e., the positive eigenvalues
of (50), must also be periodic or antiperiodic eigenvalues, while the negative zeros
of H(λ) are all double, since, if µ < 0 is such that H(µ) = 0, then there are two
eigenfunctions of (50), f(x) = ewxp(x) and f(−x) = e−wxp(−x) (one in L2(−∞, 0)
and the other in L2(0,∞)).

Remark 9. For ξ ∈ R, consider the one-parameter family of shifted or translated
functions aξ(x) and ρξ(x) of a(x) and ρ(x), namely

aξ(x) = a (x+ ξ) and ρξ(x) = ρ (x+ ξ) ,(65)

and let T (λ; ξ) be the corresponding Floquet matrices. Then T (λ; ξ) is similar to
T (λ), for all ξ. In particular, this one-parameter family is isospectral and “iso-
pseudospectral”. On the other hand, the spectrum {µn(ξ)}n∈Z of (50) evolves with
ξ (thus we have an isospectral and iso-pseudospectral flow). It will be interesting
to understand the evolution of µn(ξ)’s with ξ, since this might provide the solution
to the inverse spectral problem. More generally, we would like to do the analysis of
(1) from the point of view of [12]. One relevant observation here is that, if (α, β)
is a ψ-gap and µ is in [α, β], then there is a ξ such that µ is in the spectrum of
the multipoint problem for aξ(x) and ρξ(x). This is because, if λ ∈ [α, β], then (1)
always has a Floquet solution, say fj(x;λ), that vanishes for some x = x0. Taking
ξ = x0 does the job.

We believe that the same is true for the gaps of the spectrum; namely, that for
any λ in a gap, there is a ξ so that λ is in the spectrum of the multipoint problem
for some aξ(x) and ρξ(x).

The last theorem of this article is an application of Theorems 6 and 7. It com-
pletes Theorem 5, so that the two theorems together form the analogue of Theorem
B for the pseudospectrum.

Theorem 8. Let ν∗ = ν′2n−1 = ν′2n or ν∗ = ν2n−1 = ν2n; namely, ν∗ is a collapsed
(i.e., closed) ψ-gap of (1) (equivalently, ν∗ is a double zero of E(λ)—see Theorem
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D). Then the Floquet matrix T (ν∗) is similar to the diagonal matrix
r1 0 0 0
0 r1 0 0
0 0 r−1

1 0
0 0 0 r−1

1

 .

In other words, for the equation

[a(x)u′′(x)]′′ = ν∗ρ(x)u(x),

we have coexistence of four Floquet solutions, two with multiplier r1 and two with
multiplier r−1

1 .

Proof. Consider the shifts aξ(x) and ρξ(x) of a(x) and ρ(x) of (65). As we observed
in Remark 9, the equation

[aξ(x)u′′(x)]′′ = λρξ(x)u(x)(66)

has the same spectrum and pseudospectrum as (1), for all ξ ∈ R. In particular,
ν∗ is a closed ψ-gap of (66), for all ξ ∈ R. The Floquet multipliers rj = rj(ν∗),
j = 1, 2, 3, 4, are the same for all ξ ∈ R and we have

r1 = r2 = r−1
3 = r−1

4 .

Next we consider the multipoint eigenvalue problem

[aξ(x)u′′(x)]′′ = λρξ(x)u(x), u(0) = u(b) = u(2b) = u(3b) = 0.(67)

From the above discussion and Theorem 7 it follows that ν∗ is a double eigenvalue
of (67), for all ξ ∈ R. Thus, by Theorem 6, for any ξ ∈ R, there are two Floquet
solutions, f1,ξ(x; ν∗) and f4,ξ(x; ν∗) of (66), with corresponding multipliers r1 and
r4 = r−1

1 such that

f1,ξ(0; ν∗) = f4,ξ(0; ν∗) = 0.(68)

Each Floquet solution of (66) is a ξ-shift of a Floquet solution fj(x;λ) of (1):

f1,ξ(x; ν∗) = f1(x+ ξ; ν∗) and f4,ξ(x; ν∗) = f1(x+ ξ; ν∗).

Hence, if we did not have coexistence, then (68) would imply

f1(ξ; ν∗) = f4(ξ; ν∗) = 0, for all ξ ∈ R,
which is impossible since the Floquet solutions considered are nontrivial. Thus we
have coexistence of two (linearly independent) Floquet solutions with multiplier r1,
and two Floquet solutions with multiplier r−1

1 . �

Remark 10. The above theorem, together with Theorems 6 and 7, imply, in par-
ticular, that mg(µ) = ma(µ), for any eigenvalue µ of (50) (see Remark 6).

In relation to Theorem 8 we notice that, if for some ν∗ the Floquet matrix T (ν∗)
is similar to the diagonal matrix diag(r1, r1, r

−1
1 , r−1

1 ), then T (ν∗) has a very special
structure. Its sixteen entries must satisfy various relations.

Finally, we want to mention a conjecture and three open questions.

Conjecture. If all nonzero zeros of E(λ) are double (see Theorem D), then
ρ(x)a(x) ≡ 1. Equivalently: if all the ψ-gaps are closed, then the beam operator is
a perfect square of a Hill-type operator.
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Open Question 1. An interesting question is: What can be said about a(x)
and ρ(x) if we know that the spectrum S(a, ρ) of (1) has no gaps; namely, if
S(a, ρ) = [0,∞)?

Open Question 2. In the Hill case there is a simple correspondence between
periodic inverse spectral data and inverse spectral data of the separated boundary
value problem on the interval (0, b), where b is the period of the potential (see [14]).
Find the analogous correspondence for the beam operator. This will be a major
step in the solution of the inverse periodic spectral problem for the beam.

Open Question 3. Extend the results presented in this paper to n-th order op-
erators.

Appendix

We present here a proposition which was used in the proofs of some of our
theorems.

Proposition. For an, ρn ∈ C∞[0, b], an(x), ρn(x) ≥ m > 0, n = 1, 2, 3, ...,
consider the initial value problems

[an(x)u′′n(x)]′′ = λρn(x)un(x), 0 < x < b,(69)

un(0;λ) = α, u′n(0;λ) = β, u′′n(0;λ) = γ, u′′′n (0;λ) = δ,(70)

where primes denote derivatives with respect to x and λ ∈ C is a parameter. If

an(x) C
2

→ a(x) and ρn(x) C→ ρ(x), x ∈ [0, b],

then
un(b;λ)→ u(b;λ),

uniformly on compact subsets of C, where

[a(x)u′′(x)]′′ = λρ(x)u(x),

u(0;λ) = α, u′(0;λ) = β, u′′(0;λ) = γ, u′′′(0;λ) = δ.

Proof. We write (69) as a first-order system
dyn
dx

= An (x;λ) yn, 0 < x < b,(71)

where

yn (x;λ) =


un(x;λ)
u′n(x;λ)

an(x)u′′n(x;λ)
[an(x)u′′n(x;λ)]′

 , An (x;λ) =


0 1 0 0
0 0 an(x)−1 0
0 0 0 1

λρn(x) 0 0 0

 .

The initial conditions (70) become

yn (0;λ) =


α
β

an(0)γ
a′n(0)γ + an(0)δ

 .

Consider also the problem
dy

dx
= A (x;λ) y, 0 < x < b,(72)

y (0;λ) = yn (0;λ) ,(73)
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where

A (x;λ) = lim
n
An (x;λ) =


0 1 0 0
0 0 a(x)−1 0
0 0 0 1

λρ(x) 0 0 0

 .

Let us assume that |λ| ≤M , where M is a fixed positive number. If we set

wn (x;λ) = yn (x;λ) − y (x;λ) ,

then by (71), (72), and (73),

dwn
dx

= Anyn −Ay = Anwn + (An −A) y, 0 < x < b,

wn (0;λ) = 0.

It follows that

wn (x;λ) =
∫ x

0

An (ξ;λ)wn (ξ;λ) dξ +
∫ x

0

[An (ξ;λ) −A (ξ;λ)] y (ξ;λ) dξ.

Thus

|wn (x;λ)| ≤ εn +
∫ x

0

‖An (ξ;λ)‖ |wn (ξ;λ)|dξ,(74)

where

εn =
∫ b

0

‖An (ξ;λ)−A (ξ;λ)‖ |y (ξ;λ)| dξ.

Notice that

lim
n
εn = 0.(75)

Applying the Gronwall inequality (see [9], Ch. 1, Prob. 1) to (74) we get

|wn (b;λ)| ≤ εn + εn

∫ b

0

‖An (ξ;λ)‖ e
∫
b
ξ
‖An(x;λ)‖dxdξ

and ‖An (x;λ)‖ is bounded for x ∈ [0, b] and |λ| ≤M (uniformly in n). Therefore,
by (75) we have that

wn (b;λ) = yn (b;λ)− y (b;λ)→ 0

uniformly in λ, as long as |λ| ≤M . Since M is arbitrary, the proof is complete. �
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